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An inventory of this exhibit is below.To:	Eileen_Sullivan @ jfk-arrb.govcc:	 (bcc: Eileen 

Sullivan/ARRB)From:	atd @ pe.net @ INTERNET @ INTERLIANT   Date:	01/22/98 03:49:21 PM 

PSTSubject:	Niagra Falls ExhibitGood day, Eileen.You have probably already heard about this: the Niagra Falls 

JFK Exhibitowner has filed for bankruptcy protection. Attached is the list of JFK-related assets that a "auction-

like" firm is trying to dispose of.When I talked to the owner of the auction firm and mentioned the factthatthe 

Assassination Records Review Board might desire some items in thecourse of their work, he said, "Huh? 

Who?"SO - the firm is merely involved to raise cash. And I don't know howmuch"influence" the ARRB can use 

with Canadian bankruptcy judges...<grin>Anyway - the list of items is attached. I do not know if there 

isanythinghere that the ARRB is interested in or not. Timing is fairly critical -Ibelieve the first meeting of 

creditors is at the end of next week - soanyletters pleading with the BK judge should be in his/her hands by 

then. - Clint Bradford  Pg...1                                                               ESTATE OF "JFK ASSASSINATION CENTER"                                                                                

NIAGARA FALLS, ONTARIO- 

CANADA==================================================================================

===============                                                         THE J.F.K. ASSASSINATION EXHIBIT AND RESEARCH 

CENTERThe J.F.K. Assassination Exhibit was open to help the never-ending fascination of what is commonly 

known as the J.F.K. conspiracy. The aim is to present the evidence and let the visitors decide for themselves 

what happened, who was guilty and why, There are numerous 20 minute synopsis of the entire ordeal from 

J.F.K. and wife Jackie's arrival at Love Field to the President's burial.Also is the impressive model of the 'Kill 

Zone' made for the set of Oliver's Stone's J.F.K. film. There is film footage of witnesses reports discussing of 

the 'magic bullet'theory, doctor's reports and opinions and so much more.There are display cases full of 

authentic assassination memorabilia' from Lee Harvey Oswalds arresting/holding handcuffs, homicide reports, 

burial invoices, actual film footage, gun /shell casings, Rock White's gun canister, a replica file used by Oswald, 

and handguns used by Jack Ruby in the assassination case and more.There are walls of billboards presenting 

authentic newspaper clippings, colour photos, witness documents, letters and FBI/CIA files and 'Jack Ruby tells 

all'- letter published in May 1992.This is a real collection of 'True American History as well as an educational 

experience for anyone to see!                                                                     INVENTORYItem #1 - Glass Display Case - 

Portraits, Camera, and Databoard1 photo of footprints in the mud at the area of the knoll and rail-yard 

supposedly where shots were fired from.1 photo of crowd gathering at base of the grassy knoll, exact spot 

where S. Mitto Hand & other rail/road employees saw a puff of smoke and saw the footprints in the mud.1 
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